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Marketers often focus on ‘collecting’ fans on social media versus
really ‘connecting’ with them.

Neha Ahuja

Head of Marketing | Spotify India
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What’s the most interesting thing you’ve done outside of work in
the last 12 months?
I try and learn a new physical skill every year; it helps release ‘happy
hormone’ called endorphins, which reduce stress and trigger positive feelings. Last year, I hiked to one of the highest points in the
mountains of Bhutan, meeting a few yaks on the way and learning
about the oldest monasteries from our trainer and guide. This time,
my summer break was in the Scandinavian countries and I tried my
hand at fishing – it’s a great way to learn a new skill and requires
lots of patience.
Name a brand marketing executive or corporate personality Indian or international - you admire. And tell us what about her/
him is admirable.
World over, we raise our girls to be perfect and our boys to be
brave. To truly innovate, we can’t leave behind half of our population. Reshma Saujani, the founder of ‘Girls Who Code’, has taken
up the charge to socialise young girls to take risks and learn to
program - the two skills they need to move society forward. The
program promotes technology training (specifically coding) for
girls. Reshma says, “We need each of you to tell every young woman
you know to be comfortable with imperfection.” That’s the thought I
admire and love.
If your brand were an animal, what would it be - and why?
Dogs seem to have a sixth sense when it comes to compassion and
understanding. We all go through a lot in our daily lives and need
someone to help us manoeuvre though these situations. Dogs are
the best companions. No matter what life throws at you, your golden
retriever will be by your side. And that’s Brand Spotify - ‘When life
changes tracks, there’s a playlist for that’ helping you live life better.
Which outside forces or trends impact consumer behaviour in
your category most? Give an example.
The OTT or the music streaming category operates in an ecosystem
that’s extremely intertwined. From the more obvious ones such
as the cost of handsets and changing data consumption rates, to
deep consumer life-based trends such as the rise of online gaming
leagues and school holidays versus exam time, all factors impact
consumption and adoption in our category.
Our user report clearly shows that during March and April the
most searched tracks were related to ‘focusing on studying’, while
that changed to ‘long drive playlists’ or ‘online gaming playlists’ in
June.
Marketers across segments have fetishised the millennial. But
hand on heart, which demographic will drive growth for your
brand over the next 12 months?
We believe in democratising music. Music is for everyone, regardless of your age, where you are and what you like doing. The width of
our song library is spread across genres, languages and time peri-

ods. What drives growth is relevance and customisation of communication for every segment. We talk to international music streamers, regional music lovers as well as new podcast users.
Nowadays brands get trolled all too frequently on social media.
As a marketer, have your views on trolling changed in the last
couple of years?
Trolls aren’t looking for resolutions. They want to engage in a battle,
one that nobody can win. And this has not changed over the years.
They might have increased the frequency due to the rise in social
media access over the last couple of years, but I don’t think the way
we manage them has changed. The basic principles are: respond
with facts, correct your mistakes when needed, diffuse with humour
and never delete.
If you could advertise on only one medium for the next 6
months, what would that be - and why?
Word of mouth marketing - the original social media platform. Over
95 per cent of consumers believe in recommendations from people
known to them. The problem is that marketers often focus on ‘collecting’ fans on social media versus really ‘connecting’ with them.
We need passionate advocates or fans for the brand. Being talked
about requires a strategy that goes beyond ‘likes’. The Ps of marketing have changed to Es – Engage (listen and respond to your fans on
social media), Equip (give them a reason to talk about your product)
and Empower (give them ways to talk and share).
What do agency partners grumble about most, today?
A lot has changed - agency structures, data-driven thinking and
even the briefing process. But the one ‘grumble point’ that is a
constant - and that will probably stay - is the paucity of time for job
delivery. We can define and redefine the processes, but clients know
that their agency partners deliver best under pressure! n

